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VIRZOOM VR GAMING SYSTEM

Virtual Reality Sports
“Play VR. Get Fit.” That’s what VirZOOM does. We make virtual reality games for an 5d3b920ae0
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Fun game with a lot of potential. Have already ridden distance from Boston to NYC. Often end up drenched in sweat when I get
off. Still needs some polish in the games and more options, but definitely is keeping me exercising when I would normally not
want to.. I have been very pleasantly surprised by the immersion level and addictive play in the VirZOOM Arcade. The obvious
main purpose for buying an exercise bike is for, well - exercise. What I really love about VirZOOM is the fact that the magic of
VR makes me forget that I am exercising. I find myself pedaling for a solid hour, and not even thinking about the fact that I am
exercising. I find I can get my heart rate up and keep it at the desired level with active VR games like the cycle race simulations,
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and then if I need a more passive period of time to catch my breath, a circuit around the koi pond for 10 minutes allows for
some cooldown. The tank games hold my attention, and the race car requires some fast and heart pounding pedaling. So the
diversity of the experiences holds my interests well. No denying that the cost of this experience if very high. Counting the cost
of my HTC Vive, the computer I needed to buy to run VR software effectively and the $400 for the VirZOOM stationary bike,
this is not a cheap exercise program. But, Ive spent similar amounts of cash on gym memberships over time and found reasons
to give up on the gym. The variety and distraction ability of a VR exercise platform convinces me that this is an exercise
regimen that I will stick with, I will enjoy and that will prove cost effective in terms of health benefits. Im a fan of VirZOOM.
It has been worth the investment for me.. very good game indeed i almost like it as much as the orignal yourself fitness. Fun
game with a lot of potential. Have already ridden distance from Boston to NYC. Often end up drenched in sweat when I get off.
Still needs some polish in the games and more options, but definitely is keeping me exercising when I would normally not want
to.. very good game indeed i almost like it as much as the orignal yourself fitness. Fun game with a lot of potential. Have already
ridden distance from Boston to NYC. Often end up drenched in sweat when I get off. Still needs some polish in the games and
more options, but definitely is keeping me exercising when I would normally not want to.
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